
Copper Pipe End Cap 10 GHz Bandpass Filters

Overview

The ARRL UHF/Microwave Projects Manual − Volume 1 has a really nice article from Kent Britain
(WA5VJB) on constructing microwave bandpass filters using only copper pipe end caps, brass
hardware, and some scrap pieces of UT−141 or UT−085 semi−rigid coax.  And like most things
from the ARRL, it's missing a few bits of important information and better documentation.  A copy of
Kent Britain's original paper from the 1988 "Proceedings of Microwave Update" will be at the end of
this article.  Be sure to read that paper first to get an idea on what you should expect.

This project will cover the very simple construction of a bandpass filter centered at 10.5 GHz.  All
you'll need is a 1/2−inch copper pipe end cap, a scrap piece of double−sided PC board, some
#6−32 brass hardware (screws and nuts), some solder flux, and two pieces of scrap UT−085
semi−rigid coax with SMA connectors already installed.  The most difficult item to track down will be
the UT−085 semi−rigid coax.  You'll have to roam your local hamfest for old commercial microwave
gear to take apart and scrouge for the semi−rigid coax jumpers.  I found some old Sinclair 800 MHz
mobile duplexers which had really nice panel−mount SMA connectors already installed on UT−085
semi−rigid coax.

Pictures & Construction Notes

All the parts you'll need to construct a 10.5 GHz bandpass filter.  That's it!

On top is a scrap piece of double−sided PC board material.  Below that are two salvaged pieces of
UT−085 semi−rigid coax with SMA connectors installed.

Below them, on the left, is a NIBCO 1/2−inch copper pipe end cap (CP−617).  Finally, some #6−32
brass screws (1−inch long) and nuts.

You may wish to start with a 1−inch long #6−32 brass screw and trim it down, if necessary.
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A good source of (optional) silver−plated #6−32 hardware is from old Motorola UHF (Micor?) radios
from the 1970s and 1980s.  I believe this filter was used for some type of post−mixer filtering.

The silver−plating helps to lower the insertion loss of the bandpass filter and will increase the filter's
"Q."  This means the bandpass will have much steeper out−of−band rejection skirts.
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Using a #36 drill bit, drill a hole in the center of the end cap.

Run a #6−32 stainless−steel screw (or tap) through the hole to create some threads.

Keep using the #6−32 stainless−steel screw to hold a brass #6−32 nut to the top of the end
cap.  Apply a bit of solder flux and solder the brass nut to the top of the end cap.  Using a heat gun
will be much easier than using a torch for this.

Be sure the parts are clean and well fluxed before soldering, or the solder will not flow properly.
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Clean up the copper pipe end cap and nut from any excess solder using a piece of emory cloth.
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Use a Dremel tool with a drywall bit to grind away just the copper jacket of the UT−085 semi−rigid
coax, leaving the Teflon dielectric exposed.

I wasn't sure how to properly do this, but this method seemed to work out very well.  For now, you'll
want to scrap away around 3/8−inch or so.
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Trim the PC board material to a usable size.

Layout the diameter of the end cap and drill two 3/32−inch holes 5/16−inch apart in the relative
center of the end cap.

Take you time and try to keep the holes inline and centered.
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Solder the two pieces of UT−085 semi−rigid coax into the holes you drilled and then trim the two
Teflon−coated "probes" so they are only 5/32−inch above the PC board.  Use as little solder as
possible to hold the probes.  Solder is quite lossy at 10 GHz.

The height of the probes determines the filter's overall bandwidth, with 5/32−inch giving around 100
MHz bandwidth at 10.5 GHz.  The filter's bandwidth and insertion loss are both dependant on the
length of these probes.  The shorter the probes, the narrower the bandwidth will be, but the insertion
loss will increase.

You may have to fiddle a bit with the coax to keep them perpendicular while soldering.
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Next is the hardest part...

Center the copper pipe end cap on the layout marks you made on the PC board.  Apply a bit of
solder flux to the end cap and the PC board material then, using a very hot soldering iron, quickly
solder the end cap to the PC board.  Be sure the solder flows all around the end cap.

Lap the opening of the end cap with some emory cloth so it sits level on the PC board.
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Overall view of the finished copper pipe end cap bandpass filter.

Add the brass #6−32 tuning screw and another nut to "lock" the tuning screw in place.
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Testing and tuning the finished bandpass filter.  The filter's insertion will be around 1 to 2 dB,
depending on the cavity's "Q" and coupling probe lengths.

You'll need to slowly turn the brass #6−32 tuning screw into the end cap to lower the filter's
bandpass frequency.

On this filter, the brass #6−32 tuning screw is about 7 millimeters into the end cap for a final
bandpass frequency centered on 10.5 GHz.
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Original Bandpass Filter Paper by Kent Britain, WA5VJB
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